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Dea.r Bennett, 

47 Highpoint, 
North Hill, 
Highgate, 
LONDON, N.6. 

Thank you ver,y much for your letter. I have drawn out the 
si88Rry with the alterations you have mentioned, and I've sent out 
copies with this work note. I hope there aren't any major errors in
corporated. I've added the Mainland signs, but I haven't been able 
to find all the sign-groups in your draft index a.nd so I haven't been 
able to ' check on all your identifications (Orchomenos, for instance, 
is difficult). 

I've ver,y few comments to make on your index arrangement, 
really, which seems fine; but if you don't mind I'll get my ideas 
straight by putting down the problem rather in first principles. 

1. The left-hand side of the page should contain a complete list 
of the sign-groups, those with incomplete beginnings being put in 
the lower half of the page. All repeated references to sign-groups 
already indexed to go on the right-hand side. Sign-groups oommon 
to two or more series to be underlined as in your draft index. 

2. All left-hand entries should clearly show whether they are aiscr~, 
e9m~lete, dependent, or i-discrete. 

On the top half of the page, it's pretty clear which the ~ discrete 
ones are; but the bottom half of the page ought to be arranged in the 

~ same way. And as it 's difficult, there, to have two grades of indentation, 
] for the incompletes, I think it would be better to indent all the de

pendent or i-discrete sign-groups to the same line everywhere, and to 
~ show which they are by a prefixed letter or number: say, 1 for those 
~ which have"completes l1 in the same series, 2 for those with-completes in 

~1 the other series. Or else th~which are-i-discrete might have no 
~ ~~ annotation, those that are dependent have the prefix K or P according to 
~ ~ the series in which they are so (as shown). 

~p ,i 3. Cases where it's uncertain if the initial sign has veen lost should 
t~~ ~~ be separately indicated, but should have their main entr,y among the 
1~...e::l "incomplete beginnings". But < one ought to be able to see from this 
~ ~ 'j entry by itself that you consider the t- might be initial, which is 

~ , ~ ~ ~ 1 something one might not be able to guess for oneself from the published 
~ ~ .... 8 l- ,...,3:: material. 
I ~ r C)C\>, r So I suggest there ought to be a separate convention for a Itdouht-

j t l ~.~] ful lacuna'tr, say a hatching going the other way, and that the sign-groups 
~ f ~ ~~ should be repeated on the right-hand side of the top half. 

II ? 11 ~ 4. Under each complete word. f- f- Y' Z ~ one should find a reference 
IV ~ ..l " ~.:r to every tablet on. which, complete or incomplete , it may reasonably 
S ~ ~ ~ ~ occur, without further reference to the "incomplete beginninpslt pagei. 
l~ 1 t-..it So the headless ~ragments on the right-hand side should include all 
~- r , ~ those for which there is a reasonable chance of identity, those wkXEk for 
~ ~ ~ .r which the context in your opinion makes the identity probable being 
~ ~ t~ ~ specially indicated and their references given. 

l
~ ~~ 1 In the same way the iddented d~'Bedents should have an indication 
~ ~ ~ I ~ whether their identi ty with the preceding "complete" is possible only, 
'Fk .! d ~ or whether the context makes it probable. I suggest that thiq should 

n t ~ ' t § be by underlining. 
T ~ il~ ~ In this case the bracketed references under the complete sign-group 
i~ ~i ~ can be eliminated. Or rather, it might be better to retain the brackets 
1 j> ~ '- J ~ for occ-nrrences which are damaged in the context, and would si n.g;ly be 
~ ~ i~ If written 1-~Y-' ~'¥ ' but are sllffjciently clear not to warrant a 
~ ~.] 'ti" separate entry I-~Y;% I ~;;. / 
~,' t? ~~ In the examnle, r;t"l- should be allowed to come out of order ~.fter 

~ \) \)~ I ..::+. I 9'~ • 
..it ~~.! ~ I-I if it belongs. It doesn't matter 'f therp are two entries r//i J ~ r. ~ ~ because they're dependent anyway and it won't th1'0W any counting out. 

,fp '1\ ~tl ~ 
~"'~~~t 
'" Q. 

* 
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5. I think the cf for the possible compounds should be made more 
dubious by a question-mark or two, because it shows a di~ferent level 
of speculation from the cf for the headless fragments. 

6. Could 'i ,t a.nd *, which look likA -preRentinR' printin~ dif-
ficulties, not be written simpl,-r K, P and M? I agree that Kn, Py 
amd 1~ ought to be avoided because of their identity with the tablet 
references. Provided the Knossos entries have no a~phabetic reference, 
or this is made sufficiently distinctive, I see no reason why we 
should bother to put K, P or M in the index at all 

7. I'm not sure about 4079 for 04-79 and 3132 for M132. Whil~ 
Scripta Minoa, admittedly with corrections, remain the main reference, 
I think we ought to stick to its exact numbering as printed there, 
though 04-79 might become 0479 (preferably not 04.79 as in your draft 
index), - provided this doesn't conflict with the 479 in 4-figure re
ference as implied in your suggestions on classification. 

The result of these suggestions i~ shown in the slightly revised 
version of your "page 1" which I enclose. 

I agree that it would be an advantage to have a new classification 
of the Knossos tablets which would tie in with Pylos, and which one could 
use in the Index to give an immediate indication of the context. Miss 
Kober's scheme is very fine as it goes, but it doe~l seem rather too mi
nutely worked out, and quite a lot of the X series, for instance, can 
be attached to their proper series by taking a good look at them. 

Your suggestions are very simple, but I'm a bit alarmed at the 
pros~t of yet another concordance, though it's evidently necessar.y. 

Itls obviously right to ~ake the first alphabetical prefix 
agree with Pylos, and it's a ver.y good idea to apply these to the 
existing numbering of the tablets: it makes the Index very much more 
revealing. But it seAms to me to be confusing if one ends up with 
two-letter prefixes which are similar to those of Pylos and idenLical 
with Miss Kober's ones. I should prefer, myself, to see the secondar.y 
classification within ea9h series done in such a way that this identi
ty did not result, and so that the Knossos and Pylos references 
were sufticient~y different at first glance to avoid the need for -the 
prefix I or f in the Index at all. I should also prefer to see 
the Knossos numbers kept and not substitute~ by a 4-figure reference: 
0004 for NO 4 is, I think, a little complicated and wasteful of 
space, and I don't think the fact of four digits as against the Pylos 
two is necessarily a clear enough distinction on the printed page. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

I ' d suggest 3 possible alternatives: 

To use one a one-letter prefix' , at any:i1 rate in the Index 
(as shown).-

To use numbers as the secondary classification: N5-53.3, 
M3-248.9 etc 

To use 2-letter prefixes as you suggest, with the secondary 
classification using the letters vacant at Pylos, but 
with some distinctive hyphen or stroke to make a typo
graphic distinction: 

Xb-12.3 Sp-487.l Xb/12.3 Sp/487 . l 

But this still has the possible objection that the pre
fixes may clash with Miss Kober ' s. 

However, I don't feel very strongly about this, because ob
viously the classification. which you propose in your letter would 
be perfectly workable and a great boon in whatever precise way it 
is recorded. I am only trying to fofesee, the objections that may 
be raised, for example, by Sir 30 n, not that they need deter us . 

Yours, 

PS : 1he t'eV~~ 1Ntde:x Wtn.1ld \-\Ie ~ l.\~~ j~1 &' I ~ru ~I; 
i~ ~\.1ld be., {.01IVlf'~ed ~ ~c.UA~ o.J.A ~ce6 ~ ih..dEW\"b:Ati~S . 
~ ~ ik ~t'.! ~ ~~ted ~ p ~ M, it; C1Uq~ ? 
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